
RANGE OF SIZES OFFERED
Please note that not all jackets are offered in the full range of sizes from XXS to 6XL.
This chart only provides overall size guidance.



SHOOTING VESTS
Shooting vests are designed specifically for sporting & shooting performances. Featuring
cartridge pockets, shoulder trims and a light, flexible fit, ensuring freedom of movement
during performance.

DRESS VESTS
Dress vests combine a stylish and formal appearance. To be used for both sporting, festive
dinners and formal occasions.

CASUAL VESTS
Designed to provide extra comfort and a warming layer, while providing a casual look. Ideal
for both sporting and daily wear.

WOOL FLEECE VESTS
Wool fleece vests are great as a comfortable underlayer, while also providing a stylish look.



SPORTING FIT
The sporting fit is comfortable and provides freedom of movement, designed for
shooting and stalking. You will typically use the same size as your normal shirt size.

CONTEMPORARY FIT
The contemporary fit is slightly more fitted than our sporting fit, but still comfortable.
You will typically use the same size as your normal shirt size.

NECK SIZE GUIDE
Measure around the middle of the neck, at the Adam’s Apple. For a comfortable fit,
allow room for your index finger to fit between the tape and your neck.



CHOOSE A LARGER UK SIZE
Laksen strongly recommends customers choosing size based on our UK size scale to order
ONE SIZE LARGER than their normal UK size.
Breeks & trousers are generally on the small side.

RANGE OF SIZES OFFERED
Please note that not all breeks & trousers are offered in the full range of sizes from XXS to
6XL. This chart only provides overall size guidance.



RANGE OF SIZES OFFERED
Please note that not all ladies jackets are offered in the full range of sizes from XS to 3XL.
This chart only provides overall size guidance.



SHOOTING VESTS
Shooting vests are designed specifically for sporting & shooting performances. Featuring
cartridge pockets, shoulder trims and a light, flexible fit, ensuring freedom of movement
during performance.

DRESS VESTS
Dress vests combine a stylish and formal appearance. To be used for both sporting, festive
dinners and formal occasions.

CASUAL VESTS
Designed to provide extra comfort and a warming layer, while providing a casual look. Ideal
for both sporting and daily wear.

WOOL FLEECE VESTS
Wool fleece vests are great as comfortable underlayer, while also providing a stylish look.



CHOOSE A LARGER UK SIZE
Laksen strongly recommends customers choosing size based on our UK size scale to order
ONE SIZE LARGER than their normal UK size.
Breeks & trousers are generally on the small side.

RANGE OF SIZES OFFERED
Please note that not all breeks & trousers are offered in the full range of sizes from XS to
3XL. This chart only provides overall size guidance.



FIND THE PERFECT FIT - GUIDE
Measure the circumference of your hand as illustrated below, measuring around your
knuckles and palm. You should always measure your dominant hand.
We recommend rounding off to the nearest full size in the chart above. If your measure falls
between two sizes, we recommend choosing the larger size of those two.

LEATHER GLOVES
Should fit tightly at first, as they stretch and adapt to your hand size with time.

NON-LEATHER GLOVES
Will fit right away, and maintain the same fit.


